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Treat
Cotton

Seed dropping mechanism of
one type of cotton planter. Left:
as used for fuzzy seed. Right:

As used with "corn" plates for
acid -delinted

seed. Any

desired

spacing and rate of planting can

Seed

be secured by varying the size
and number of holes and the
gear ratio.

By

R. B. Streets

Plant Pathologist

Angular leaf spot was a major with fuzzy seed, but makes it possible sured amount of fungicide into the

disease of cotton in Arizona in the
early 1920's but practically disap-

peared with the general use of acid delinted seed. It has reappeared in
severe form in the Sulphur Springs
Valley in the last three years, due to
the lantin of a few fields of undelinted seed. Abundant rains in
July resulted in severe leaf and boll
infection and loss of yield.
Use Acid -Delinted Seed
Seed which has been acid -delinted

and dusted with a good fungicide is
the best planting seed and will produce the quickest and most uniform
stands. Ceresan M has been widely

used both as a dust and in slurry

treatment. Dow 9 -B and other fungicides also have proved satisfactory.
Mechanical delinting plus ( slurry )
( wet)

treatment with Ceresan M

will give good control of seed borne
diseases, but complete removal of the
short lint by acid- delinting has several very important advantages:
(1) Acid -delinted seed can be very

accurately graded by either wet or

dry methods to remove immature and
weak seed.

(2) The good heavy seeds ( often
called sinkers because they sink in
water while poor seeds float) can be

to eliminate part ( and sometimes all)

of the labor and cost of thinning.

This is something each grower must
work out for his own soil conditions.
(3) The very rapid germination of
acid -delinted seed is a big advantage

in soils which tend to dry out or
crust before the seedlings emerge.

(4) When planted in warm soil

(65 degrees ,F. or above) at proper
depth, one inch in heavier soils and

one -half inches in lighter soils, growth

is rapid and uninterrupted by cold
spells, and good yields are secured
even by planting as late as May first.
(5) Some saving of irrigation water
is possible in later plantings.

Don't Plant Too Deep
The only field condition under

which superior stands are not secured
with acid -delinted seed is when seed
is planted too deep in cold, wet soil.
Seed treatment has not given corn plete protection against sore -shin
( Rhizoctonia) as the amount of
fungicide adhering to the cotton seed
can affect only the soil lying immediately around the seed
say one half inch in all directions. This is an
estimate used only to illustrate a
principle. Rhizoctonia usually attacks

open furrow as the seed is dropped
and covered, with the aim of mixing
enough fungicide with the soil just

above the seed to protect it from

Rhizoctonia and other fungi producing damping -off of seedlings. Some
favorable reports were made on tests
in other states in 1952 and tests were
made in 1953 by Experiment Station
and Extension Service in Pima, Mari copa, and Yuma counties. The Pima
county test in a commercial field was
hindered by dry, windy weather following planting and was not conclusive. In other tests some materials
appeared promising but it is too early
to make definite recommendations.
Applying the fungicide in solution
or suspension as a spray in a narrow

band just over the seed may prove
better than blowing it into the furrow, but this likewise needs careful
testing.

Principle is Sound
The principle of applying a fungicide to the soil surrounding the
emerging seedling appears to be
sound. As soon as the details are

worked out, a method may be developed of avoiding skips in stand
and possible replanting.

the seedlings just below the soil in
accurately spaced and planted by a zone not protected by seed treatusing corn plates or special plates ment.
Recently Dr. C. H. Arndt of the
drilled for any desired rate of seeding or spacing. This not only saves
half or more of the seed as compared
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those Name Ee Graduales
By

Mildred R. Jensen

School of Home Economics

Teachers

Homemakers

Miscellaneous

They live in:
Arizona
California
New Mexico
Utah

Elementary Home Economics
High School Home Economics
College Home Economics
Adult Classes
Extension Work

Hospitals
School Lunchrooms
Hotels and Cafeterias
Tearooms
College Food Services

Oregon

Illinois

WHERE THEY TEACH:

WHERE THEY WORK:
Memphis VA Hospital
Tucson VA Hospital
Houston VA Hospital
Long Beach VA Hospital
Pennsylvania Hospital
Yuma General Hospital
Framingham, Mass. VA
Hospital
Honolulu Nurses Training

Tucson Jr. High School
Tucson Sr. High School
Dayton, Ohio
Phoenix North Union
Baltimore, Maryland
El Centro, California
Globe High School
Ajo High School
Prescott Elementary School
University of Arizona
Kansas State College
Iowa State College
Arizona State College
Colorado Home Demon. Agent
New Mex. Home Demon. Agent
Chicago, Illinois

Colorado
Nevada

Missouri
Kansas
Fr. Morocco
Indiana
Maryland
Texas
Wyoming
Ohio

Wisconsin
New York
Honolulu
Florida
Japan

W. Virginia

Dist. of Columbia

Radio Cooking School
Television Cooking School
Dress Buyer
Manager Linens Department
and Buyer

School

South Bend City School
Lunchrooms
Stanford Hospital
Deaconess Hospital, Boston
St. John's Hospital,
Cleveland

St. Mary's Hospital,

Interior Decorator
Food Research Worker
(Gerbers)
Nutrition Research Worker
Public Health Worker (Chicago)
Gift Department Manager,
New York
Utility Company Demonstrator
Equipment Company Home
Economist
Clothing Designer and
Manufacturer
Pattern Company Stylist
(McCalls)
Nursery School Assistant
Children's Clothing Saleswoman
(I. Magnin)
Saleswoman for Drapery

San Francisco

Tennessee
Mexico

Alaska

Graduates of the School of Home Economics of the
University of Arizona demonstrate the scope of home economics teaching and the opportunities in this field.
There have been 482 graduates during the period 1917-

Virginia

Nebraska
Oklahoma
Iowa
Idaho
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Georgia
Germany

1953.

New Nome Ec Building
With Governor Pyle present and building to dedicate, the College of
many alums back, and a brand new Agriculture and the School of Home

..,

Economics celebrated Homecoming
in a big way this fall.
The new Home Management house
and Nursery were dedicated at this
time.
(Please turn to Page 12)
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Iderlo,, ßIeegrass
Both Good and Bad
Results Reported of Tests Over

Past Two Years at University

A plug of Merion Bluegrass showing numerous Rhizomes and dense root system.

By

Steve Fazio
Department of Horticulture

but less frequent irrigation than most
other grasses.
The first year Merion was tried it
survived winter temperatures of 20 F.

"brown patch" with a single application. Several of the newer chemicals

The yellowing in midwinter
which is a common occurrence with
rye grass was not evident in Merion.
Summer temperatures of 110 F. did

Can Plant Over Bermuda
A question that will undoubtedly
be asked by homeowners is, "Can
Merion bluegrass be planted over

for long periods of time with no ill
Merion Bluegrass is a heat and
drought resistant strain of bluegrass

that has attracted widespread atten-

tion of greenskeepers and experiment

effects.

station workers who have observed

not have any adverse effect on the

Arizonians who dislike Bermuda grass
and are awaiting a substitute that will

mained above 100 F.

it growing in test plots. Its dark growth and green color of the grass.
green color, vigorous growth and Sunburning which occurs on rye and
ability to withstand high summer tem- Kentucky Bluegrass was not visible
peratures is of particular interest to on Merion when temperatures reremain green throughout the year.
University of Arizona campus test

plots were seeded during the first
week in October and a comparable
planting was made in February to
study growth habits of Fall and
Spring seeding. Seed was applied at

the rate of 2 pounds per 1000 square
feet.

Low Seeding Rate
This low rate of seeding is possible

because of the spreading habit of

Merion which is accomplished by
means of the numerous rhizomes
measuring 9 to 12 inches in length.
Small bare spots in the seedbed due
to uneven seeding were covered with
new growth in a very short time.
Ten to fourteen days are required
for germination of seed. Merion has
deep rooting habits and needs heavy

`Brown- Patch' Disease Showed Up
The first year Merion was under
observation, "brown patch," a fungus
disease, did not occur. Last summer, however, infection was severe
in July and August when high tern peratures and humidity favored the
spread of this disease. Infection
ceased during the winter months
when temperatures were unfavorable
for the fungus.

"Brown patch" can be controlled
by using certain fungicide sprays
when symptoms of the disease are
first visible. Spraying the turf every

two weeks during July and August
is recommended since the fungus can
reappear after a single application.
Future experimental work will be
directed towards a disease -control

program of a practical nature that
will give longer protection against

that can be applied by hand broadcasting will be included in the test.

Bermuda grass ?" Merion was planted

in a plot with some Bermuda grass
already present. The dense growth
of the Merion prevented invasion of
Bermuda until "brown patch" infection destroyed the bluegrass.
It is believed that Merion can be
sown in Bermuda lawns if planted
in the fall of the year to allow sufficient time for it to make dense

growth before the emergence of Bermuda in the spring of the year. Any

retarded growth of Merion during

summer will allow Bermuda to gain
a foothold.
Merion Bluegrass is a recent introduction to the nursery trade and the
scarcity of seed has been reflected in
its high price. Seed supplies will be
more plentiful next year and the price
per pound will undoubtedly be much
more reasonable.
"Is Merion Bluegrass recommended
for general planting in southern Ari-

zona?" It appears that further test-

ing of the new grass is necessary
with particular reference to disease
control before a general recommendation can be made.

K

Lawn test plots on the University Campus.

Brown Patch infection of Merion BluegrassProgressive Agriculture
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Grow
Worm -free
Sweet Corn
By Controlling
Pesky Earworm
By

George D. Butler, Jr.
And

Lemac Hopkins
Department of Entomology

In the past Arizona has grown only

a limited acreage of sweet corn for

Application of insecticide dust to silks with a stencil brush for earworm control.

local consumption. An important lim-

iting factor has been the damaging

and unsightly kernel injury
inl u produced
by the corn earworm. Recent experi-

ment station tests have shown that

this pest may be effectively and profitably controlled.
With the earworm control methods

now available it should be possible

for Arizona farmers to grow considerably greater acreages of sweet corn
for profitable sale in expanding local
markets.

an insecticide to the moist silks at
the tips of the developing ears, made

successively at three -day intervals, are
usually needed for the adequate control of the newly- hatched earworms.

If all silks do not appear within a

relatively short period, as in the case

of an uneven stand or in unusually
cool weather, further insecticide applications may be needed.

DDT Best

There appears to be a siz-

able local demand, as yet unfilled, for
tender, freshly -harvested, worm -free
sweet corn of the high quality available in recently -introduced hybrid
varieties.

The corn earworm is also a serious
pest of cotton ( where it is known as
the bollworm) , and of tomatoes, seed
alfalfa, sorghum, lettuce and beans.

On sweet corn the adult earworm

moth lays its eggs singly on the moist,
newly- exposed silks, which are particularly preferred for oviposition. As

the silks continue to grow outward
from the developing ear additional
new and attractive surfaces are exposed for egg laying over an extended
period.

A 5- percent DDT dust is a particularly satisfactory insecticide. Although
DDT may be applied to sweet corn

in several ways, the most practical
and effective method known at present involves hand -operated equipment, using either an ordinary two inch stencil brush or a bellows -type
knapsack duster.

The stencil brush method, which

was first developed in California, involves a minimum of equipment. The
dust is carried in a wide -mouth tin
can, of approximately one gallon ca -.
pacity, hung at the waist of the opera-

Three taps of the dust -laden
brush to each ear are sufficient to
tor.

insure adequate coverage of the silks.

Timing Important

The brush is dipped once in the in-

Earworm control requires properly timed insecticide application to these
surfaces to kill the newly- hatched

at first to be an odd and laborious

secticide for each ear. This appears
method of insect control although, in

practice, ' it can be rapid, effective,

When the earworms have and economically profitable.
passed downward into the area of
In using a bellows -type knapsack
the developing kernels they are beduster,
it is important that the dust
yond the reach of any known and
be applied with the proper direction
practical control method.
force to insure thorough coverBecause of this situation a series and
age
of
the silks. Both methods of
of from four to five applications of application
were effective in 1953.
larvae.

In several commercial operations
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in the Phoenix and Yuma areas grow-

ers have produced profitable crops
of sweet corn by controlling earworms
with DDT dust. Chemical analyses

made in other states have shown

no insecticide residues to be present
on the edible portions of ears dusted.
Various types of mechanical equip-

ment, including aircraft, have been
used elsewhere in earworm control
experiments although in general the

results have been less satisfactory
than where insecticides have been
applied with hand -operated equipment. The proper timing of insecticide applications and the continuous

protection of the fresh silks from
newly - hatched earworms become
more difficult on freshly- irrigated

land when heavy mechanical equipment is used.
The positive and effective results

following applications of 5 percent

DDT dust, using either a stencil brush
or a bellows -type duster, have justified the labor cost involved.
Treating corn silks with knapsack duster

for earworm control.

What About Those Acres Dut
Feed Crops
Will Be Used
By

Charles C. Ellwood

Agricultural Extension Service

Barley, alfalfa and grain sorghums
lead the list of crops to replace cot-

ton this year.
Tests at agricultural experiment
stations in Arizona and New Mexico
have shown that a crop of alfalfa increases the following crop yields more
than expected on the basis of nitrogen
added.

Alfalfa Increases Cotton
The total production of cotton for
3 years following 3 years of alfalfa
may be increased as much as 11/2

At the University Experiment Station, grain sorghums have consistently
produced more than barley. The reverse has been true on Arizona farms,
mainly because sorghums have been
competing with cotton for water and
coming out second best.
The economists say that the average
farmer can expe ^t very little profit
from feed crops this year if they are
sold as cash crops. When used as
a feed crop on the farm, though, there

is an excellent chance that a profit
can be obtained ( see opposite page) .
At the same time a crop rotation can

be set up that will improve tilth, reduce weeds, and show a better profit
on the cotton grown.
The chances of a wonderful new
crop to save Arizona agriculture are
very slim. Good farming practices

as for cotton at the rate of 8 lbs. per
acre. The best spacing is 12 inches
between plants in the row. They can

be planted somewhat deeper than
cotton as the seedling is quite vigorous.

Plant Castor Beans Early
Castor beans usually are planted
in a dry seed bed and irrigated up,
but they have been planted in a moist

seed bed at the experiment station

with good results. Highest yields are

obtained when planted in April, but
most of the beans are double cropped
with barley and planted as soon as
possible after the barley crop is removed.

Irrigating up in this case

will get the crop planted earlier.

Castor beans are cultivated and
dusted the same as cotton. There

crops and livestock to feed them.
bales. This seems to be true whether There are a number of crops, howthe cotton crop without alfalfa is pro- ever, that have been mentioned to

was a myth going around when castor
beans were first started that the
plants were poisonous and would kill
all insects that fed on them. It was

then, is a profitable crop even if it
brings only enough to pay for the

readily as cotton.

ducing 1 or 2 bales per acre. Alfalfa,

growing and harvesting costs.
A market is developing in the Mid-

will do the job and these call for feed

replace cotton
such as safflower,
broomcorn, Papago peas, castor beans,
peanuts, soybeans, Sesame, etc.

Hybrid Castor Beans Best
The new hybrid castor beans are
west for southern alfalfa seed to be
used as a green manure crop to re- looking very promising as a crop to
place sweet clover. For this market, replace some of the cotton in 1954.
certified seed is needed, and more Hybrid No. 4 is best at the present
registered seed can well be planted time. Hybrids may increase the castor bean production as much as hyin Arizona.
Any crop or combination of crops brids have increased corn production.
Castor beans are presently being
grown under pump irrigation is limgrown
under contract in Arizona with
ited by the water peak -use period.
This makes it possible to grow a larger the Western Oil Company and the
total acreage of cotton plus alfalfa Baker Castor Oil Company.
plus barley plus sorghums than could
Castor beans are planted with a
be grown in cotton alone.
special planter on ground prepared

soon learned, however, that castor
beans are attacked by insects as

There is very little experimental
evidence to go on, but indications are
that castor beans will take about the

same amount of water as

cotton.

When planted following barley, the
growing season is shorter and so less
water is used by the castor bean plant.

With double cropping the yield also
is reduced.

Soybeans Tested
Soybeans have been tried a number of times at the experiment stations but they always have shattered
in Arizona's dry climate and the crop
was not a profitable one. In 1953,

a new soybean known

as

strain

2491 or 46 was tested in California
and Arizona. This strain is resistant
to shattering, has a high oil content
and has a high yield potential. Yields
of more than 3000 lbs. per acre have
been obtained.

Four acres of strain 2491 were

;;941
-

%3?N,
,,,..

planted in Arizona as foundation seed
and this will be increased by the Arizona Crop Improvement Association
during 1954. It has a promise for the
future but commercial production
cannot begin before 1955.
Feed crops (picture at left) may best be
marketed through livestock (right).
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Cattle Feeding

Offers Market
By

Albert M. Lane

Agricultural Extension Service

Arizona is divided into two basic
types of agriculture : Irrigated farm-

ing and range livestock production.
Irrigated farms could afford an ideal
feeding site for the calves and yearlings produced on the ranges.
With a more extensive use of cattle
feeding on irrigated farms, the

rancher would have a nearby market
for his calves and yearlings. At the
same time the irrigation farmer could
raise high yielding forage and grain
crops and market those feeds on his
own farm.

Feed Roughages
Tremendous strides have been made
in recent years on the feeding of high

levels of roughages to cattle with a
relatively wide spread between the
price of roughages and concentrates
and the ability to produce high yields
of roughages. In Arizona, the picture for feeding is encouraging.
The University of Arizona has obtained 1 cwt. of beef with the following amounts of feed:

A modified ration of the above is
as follows:

Hegari and Barley

180 lbs.

Cotton Seed Meal

35 lbs.
809 lbs.
60 lbs.

Alfalfa

Molasses

In this ration the cotton seed meal
has been reduced to 3/4 lbs. per day
because the high level of alfalfa will
supply needed protein and vitamin A.

The alfalfa can be used as hay,

chops or pasture, but weight is computed on hay basis.

In another series of tests, a total
of 548 high quality short yearling

steers fed an average daily ration of

25 lbs. of hegari silage, 5.3 lbs. alfalfa
hay, 5.5 lbs. grain (barley and hegari)

and 2.0 lbs. cottonseed meal for a
period of 102 days, gained 2.4 lbs.
.

Ratio - roughage to concentrates
Cotton Seed Meal
Molasses

Alfalfa and Barley Hay
Cotton Seed Hulls
Barley

Assuming feeder steers were 17c per pound, cost
of 100 head
Cash outlay for feed
Cotton Seed Meal 5 tons @ $60
$ 300.00
Molasses, 81/4 tons @ $40
330.00

15% of difference between selling price and
purchase price ( cost of feed and profit)
charged against financing, labor, etc.
Costs other than home -grown feed
Selling the steers at 20c per lb.
Less total cost ( other than home -grown feed )

3 to 1
141 lbs.
54 lbs.
563 lbs.
249 lbs.
80 lbs.

2 to 1
129 lbs.
54 lbs.
492 lbs.
217 lbs.
179 lbs.

$11.050.00
630.00
1,115.00
12,795.00
18,500.00
12,795.00

Return on alfalfa and grain
The market value of hay and grain if sold for
cash: Barley and Hegari @ $58 per ton
1,450.00
Alfalfa hay @ $20 per ton
2,200.00

5,705.00

Additional return by marketing feed through cattle

2,055.00

3,650.00

per head daily. These cattle finished

at a weight of 831 lbs., dressed out
59.5% and graded choice. The feed

requirement per cwt. gain was as
follows:
Hegari Silage
1048 lbs.
Alfalfa Hay
222 lbs.
Barley or Hegari Grain 230 lbs.
Cotton Seed Meal
85 lbs.

Based on feeding 100 head of 650pound steers for approximately 135

days, and gaining 275 pounds, the
following feed is needed, based on
the modified ration:
Barley and Hegari Grain 25 tons
Cotton Seed Meal
5 tons
Alfalfa
110 tons
Molasses

8% tons

The finished steers would average
925 pounds.
The number of acres needed to feed
this one hundred head of steers would

be approximately 22 acres of alfalfa
and 11 acres of barley, or barley and
hegari. This is based on yields of 5
tons per acre of alfalfa and 11/2 tons
of barley per acre. The 33 acres, then,
in the above illustration would return
$2,055.00 additional income over selling that hay and grain for cash
or

an advantage of $62.27 per acre for
marketing the feed through cattle.

Manure Helps, Too
The efficient operator, by analyzing
his markets and his feed program, can .

often pyramid his profits
first a
profit on the feed and a second profit
on the cattle. In addition to this in-

creased dollar return, there is an additional credit of 65 tons of manure
from the feeding operation to be returned to the farm.
To meet the demands of the above

plan, a rotation could be established
which would include alfalfa, barley,

and cotton in the cotton -growing
areas. A sample could be 3 years of
alfalfa, 1 year barley and sorghum,

3 years of cotton and 1 year of barley,

and back to alfalfa.

Contra/
Mastitis
Prevention

Is

Best Method
By

R. E. Reed
Department of Animal Pathology

The fields of human and veterinary

medicine have in recent years received a group of drugs more effective in combating disease bacteria
than anything previously available.
Since mastitis is a bacterial disease
it is natural to expect good results
from the antibiotics and sulfa drugs
in its control, and good results have
been obtained.

Prevention Best
But by relying on treatment of the
infected animal to control mastitis,

dairymen have not gained in their
struggle against the disease. The
need for treatment is a sign of failure.

Control of mastitis, in spite of the
availability of effective drugs, still
must be accomplished by prevention.
Once infected, a cow may respond

This shrunken right rear quarter demonstrates a typical aftermath of mastitis.

exist if injury to udders is to be mini- don't hesitate to consult the veterimal. Manure, flies, chronically in- narian or accept his services if he
fected cows and poor drainage must thinks a call is necessary.
not be tolerated.
Accurate instructions on how to use
The dairy that has few or none of udder medication as well as on what
the conditions that encourage infec- to use should be obtained from one
tion will still have to deal with mas- person only, the veterinarian. Do not
titis occasionally. It is after con- trust your neighbor's well meaning adtributing causes of infection have vice or that of the clerk in town who
been eliminated that treatment has sells the medicine. Don't forget the
old time tried methods of helping the
a place in mastitis control.

cow to get rid of the infection herImportant
to
Cull
self.
to treatment a number of times or
One
of
the
first
things
to
consider
even clear up completely, but she
Massage, hot and cold applications
commonly has to be culled sooner, when faced with a case of mastitis and frequent stripping of an infected
and frequently has been a source of is whether the cow is worth keeping gland saved many quarters before
infection to others in the herd. By a at all. Many times the danger of antibiotics
and still aid when efwidespread relaxation of preventive spreading the infection to health
fective medication is being used. Of
led the expense
with
of course, you can't strip frequently if
p
measures and uninstructed use of anti- cows, coupled
treatment,
and
the
fact
that
the
inbiotics, drug resistant strains of bacit means draining the medication, but

even the susceptible types require

fection means less production, add up
to one thing
cull.

expensively
p
Yggreater doses of the drug.
g.
Most dairymen recognize conditions that lead to a high incidence of
mastitis. Practically
t all udder infections arise from udder injury or poor
sanitation. An injured teat or quarter

If the decision is to keep the cow,
next try to decide just how severe the
infection is. Not all mastitis can be
treated alike. Assuming the case is
a milk one such as you have had experience with, and such as your vet-

teria have come to the forefront, while

.

don't let an injection of medicine lull

you into neglecting other measures
that may mean the margin of a producer or a cull upon recovery.

Don't Trust 'Em
If the cow recovers and remains
a worthwhile producer, remember one

will develop mastitis even in the erinarian has previously prescribed final thing in her regard. Never trust

treatment and medication for, go
ahead and treat. On the other hand,
ally frequent and exposure to infec- if there is anything unusual about
the symptoms the cow shows, either
tive bacteria almost constant.
Crowded, poorly constructed cor- in the udder or generally, don't hesicleanest environment. Where mastitis
is common in a herd, injuries are usu-

rals that are in disrepair, scanty shade
areas, poor breeding facilities, slip-

pery barn floors, careless milking

tate to call your veterinarian.
Perhaps "garget" hasn't killed many
cows, but it has ruined many a quar-

techniques and unregulated vacuum ter, and mastitis can affect the cow
severely enough to cause death. So

are a few conditions that should never

She may milk good and still
shed enough bacteria to infect a
her.

healthy animal next to her. Place her

last in the milking string. If there

are several like her, try to corral them

separately from the clean animals.
Always let a history of mastitis be a
point well considered in culling.
Progressive Agriculture
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Good Hi //s on
Weeds in Cotton
Morning Glory and
Grasses Controlled

With applications of C M U early in

the season when the cotton plants

were small and their root system shal-

low, the plants have shown severe
By

E. H. Everson

Department of Agronomy
And

H. F. Arle

Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.D.A.

A good commercial control of annual morning glory and annual summer grasses can now be obtained at
a nominal cost with a chemical called

leaf mottling and chlorosis.
In experiments, C M U was applied
at rates of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 pounds
per acre, the chemical being sprayed
on the soil just prior to the last cultivation at lay -by time. The 0.5 pound
rate gave a fair control of the weeds,

whereas the 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 poundper -acre gave excellent commercial
controls. In some cases the 4.0 pounds
of C M U per acre caused some bot-

C M U.

tom defoliation of cotton.

( p- chlorophenyl) -1,

per acre in 30 -40 gallons of water is
recommended at lay -by time, the

This new chemical compound, labeled by the chemists 31- dimethylurea,

may well turn out to be a great money
saver for cotton growers.
Annual morning glories twine
around the cotton plants, making
hand picking very difficult and machine picking slow. The leaves of

the annual grasses shred easily, becoming mixed with the cotton fiber
when picked. Grass -leaf trash is ex-

tremely difficult to clean from the
lint, and therefore materially reduces

the grade of the cotton and the re-

turn to the farmer.

In addition, the annual morning
glory and annual summer grasses com-

pete with the cotton plants for light,
water, and nutrients, thereby lowering the yield.

Tested 2 Years
Two years of tests have shown that
C M U gives good commercial control of annual morning glory and annual summer grasses. C M U is ac-

tually a soil sterilant and not a contact spray. The chemical must enter
the weed through the roots in order
to kill. At high rates the chemical
will kill all plant life.
Fortunately the chemical ties up in
the surface few inches of the soil and

is not readily leached. By using low
rates in the growing season, only the
shallow- rooted plants ( annual morning glory and summer grasses ) absorb
the chemical and are killed. Most

cotton roots are deep late in the season and do not contact the C M U.
Page 9
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Grasses grow in cotton rows!

A rate of 11/2 pounds of C M U

chemical being sprayed on the soil
just prior to the last cultivation. On

very sandy or light soils, the rate
should be reduced to 1 pound of
C M U per acre.

No Residual Carry -Over
Since C M U is a soil sterilant, it

No grass or weeds here after control

methods.

is of interest to know if there is a

residual carry-over from one season
to the next that might build up after
several years of continuous use. In
test plots where 4 pounds of C M U

per acre were applied during early

June, there was sufficient breakdown

in three months to permit grass to

develop again in those plots. From
these observations it was concluded
that there is no serious residual problem at low rates.
C M U is only slightly soluble in
water, so it must be kept in suspension during the application. Spray
equipment with mechanical agitators
is necessary.

C M U was applied on a commercial scale in 1953 to 50 acres of cotton

badly infested with annual morning
glory. The application was so successful that the farmer is planning to

treat his entire cotton acreage this
coming season.
On irrigated lands the weeds in cot -

ton should be controlled by cultivation as long as possible. Apply C M U

at lay -by time, just before the last
cultivation.

An irrigation must follow the application of C M U before the chemicál will be effective.

s

:M7

Morning glory vine (and blossom) on cotton
plant.

Spring Lettuce

Fedi/i: allo,,
trends in the proper fertilization of

Proper Method

this crop.

Pays Off Best

Nitrogen Needed
FIRST, most soils used in lettuce
production will respond to nitrogen
fertilization, expressed in increased

By

W. D. Pew

yields ( See Table I ) and improved
quality. In this respect, it generally

Department of Horticulture

The values of proper fertilization

in the commercial production of head

lettuce have been proved time and

time again. Under today's economy
and improved methods of lettuce production, no alert grower would
dream of growing this crop without
some sort of fertilizer.

However, this "some sort of fertilizer" appears to be the crux of the
problem in fertilization.

Understand "Why"
As the first step towards correct-

ing this situation, each grower should
approach his fertilizer program realistically and ask himself this question:
"Do I really know or understand why
I am applying a particular fertilizer,

or am I applying it just because my
neighbor has made an application, or
for some other similar unrealistic
reason ?"

Many of the growers agree that
much of the fertilizer material ap-

TABLE I. Influence of Nitrogen on
Size and Yield of Head Lettuce.
Yields expressed in crates per acre
4 Dozen Size

Nitrogen Response
0 lbs. Banded
30 Its. Banded
60 lbs. Banded
90 lbs. Banded

Harvest

5 Dozen Size

Harvest

r iá

4

µ1Y

° !]i

Side dressing spring lettuce with ammonium nitrate.

plied with nitrogen fertilizers. Fertilizer phosphates should be applied
early in the growth of the plants because of the slow response in plant

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

growth which is normally experienced

82
120
134
132

31

44
44
38
35

21

from this fertilizer material.
THIRDLY, experimental investiga-

44
46
39

20
15
18

makes little difference as to the source
or form of nitrogen used if each type
is applied correctly. It is poor prac-

tions to date indicate that no soil

tested gave a response to an application of potash. Therefore, generally
speaking, potash fertilization is not
recommended for this crop.

tice to side -dress fertilizers so close
to the plants that root pruning causes

Fertilize Early
In the fertilization of spring letmore damage than the good that could
tuce,
it has been found desirable to
ever come from the applied fertilizer.
Likewise, placing fertilizers too deeply
is unwise and impractical since these

plants will probably be unable to
use it.

When a fertilizer is applied in the
irrigation water, care should be exercised so that it is not allowed to be
removed from the field through "tail"
water. These are only a few inadequacies often observed in many fer-

apply fertilizer materials, including
nitrogen and phosphate, if this latter
material is needed, before planting or
early in the growing period. It is

the preferred practice to make the
first application in a broadcast man-

ner prior to bedding or listing.

If

this procedure is followed, the listing
operation will fold the fertilizer into

the bed where the lettuce seedling
might utilize the fertilizer as soon
tilizer
programs.
because of improper and untimely apas the plants begin to grow.
The SECOND major trend is that
plication or because of unwise use of
During the cold winter and early
kinds and amounts. Experimental re- fewer of these same soils respond to spring months, no fertilizer should
sults, in this connection, have been the application of phosphate fer- be applied. As soon as the weather
quite revealing. Almost without ex- tilizers. However, in this respect, it begins to warm in the spring, a side ception, carefully conducted experi- is just as important that phosphate dressing with nitrogen should be
ments under many different field con - responsive soils receive adequate and made if the plants so indicate such
ditions in cooperation with commer- proper phosphate fertilization as an application. This nitrogen may
cial growers have indicated major nitrogen deficiency soils must be sup- be applied by properly side -dressing
dry fertilizers; running liquids, displied for this crop is literally wasted

R ate

200 lbs

per acre

General
Recommendation

Recommendation for
Application
Phos. Responsive Soils Time of
Method of

Ammo -Nitrate or
Nitrogen Equiv.

100 -150 lbs.

per acre
Additional side -dressing
100 -150 lbs. Ammo -Nitrate or
Nitrogen Equiv.

Thin. time

Banded

solving ñgasses or solid fertilizer mairrigation
water; or bby
terials
g
proper injection of gaseous nitrogen
into the furrow. An application of
phosphate at this time is not recom-

Pre -Bedding

Broadcast

mended.

Broadcast

Pre - Bedding

or

Same as above plus
46% Phosphate or
P205 Equivalent

or

Thin. time

Banded

When soil
begins to
warm in
spring

Banding,
water
application
or injected

The total amount of this
fertilizer material should be applied
in the pre- bedding operation or as
a

side -dressing

immediately after

thinning.
Progressive Agriculture
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More LeI110Ils

In Arizona
Industry Grows in Citrus Sections of State

At Rapid Rate During Last Few Years
By

chard are: Lisbon, 10.3 boxes; Eureka,

C. W. Van Horn
Department of Horticulture

7.7 boxes; Villa Franca, 8.2 boxes.

The expanding lemon industry in
Arizona is related to increased production of lemons and large acreages

of new orchards planted in recent

Since 1950, Arizona's lemon
acreage has more than doubled.

years.

In the warmer areas of the Salt

River Valley there are new plantings,

in addition to the top working of

grapefruit orchards to lemons during
recent years. On the Yuma Mesa,
south and east of Yuma, new plant-

ings are being made as rapidly as

young trees become available
nurseries. There is no top working
of grapefruit to lemons on the Yuma
Mesa because grapefruit orchards are
profitable in this area.

Varieties Tested
The University of Arizona has been

testing different varieties of lemons
at the Yuma Mesa Citrus Experimental orchard since 1922. The average
yield per tree for a 14 -year period
from three lemon varieties now thirty -

one years of age grown in this or600

500

Due to the Lisbon's greater vigor and
outstanding yield performance in the
University orchard, it is the predominant variety now being planted on the
Yuma Mesa.

Many of the older plantings

of

lemons in Arizona are on sour orange

rootstocks, particularly in the Salt

Eureka Lemons
Oct. 31, 1953

River Valley where cold tolerance and
salt tolerance are essential. Experimental plantings by the University of
Arizona on the Yuma Mesa show that

the average yield of Eureka lemons
on sour orange roots for the four sea-

sons from 1949 to 1952 and from
young bearing trees was 1.3 boxes

per tree, while on rough lemon roots
similar aged trees yielded 3.5 boxes
per tree.
As a result of this outstanding performance, new plantings on the Yuma
Mesa are on rough lemon rootstock.
Furthermore, all seedlings in the current nurseries on the Yuma Mesa are
rough lemon. Obviously, rough lemon

stock is well adapted to the Yuma
Mesa sandy soil.

The outstanding characteristic of
Arizona lemon production in the
warmer areas is high yields of fruit
which can be harvested at one time
and hence result in lower harvesting
costs than coastal California where
several harvests are made during the
year. Arizona harvesting is completed

in the fall ahead of winter freezing
temperatures.

The additional popularity and in-

creasing consumption of frozen lemon
juice concentrate and lemonade con-

o
o
J

YUMA
MESA

cr

D

SALT
RIVER VALLEY

1953 - 54

centrate, coupled with the continued
strong demand for fresh fruit, have
been large factors in the recent expansion of the lemon producing industry in Arizona. Processing plants

in the state can be expected when
the increased acreage results in sufficient production.

More Expected
Page 11
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Lemon production will continue to
increase in Arizona. Salt River Val-

This 16 month old Lisbon Lemon tree is on
the Yuma Mesa.

(Sept. 1953)

ley plantings in warmer areas probably will continue to expand. On the
Yuma Mesa, the ample water supply,
increased activity by nurserymen,
and purchase of considerable acreage
by lemon -processing interests are all

factors indicating new forthcoming
lemon plantings.

New Nome Ec Buildin
.4b

ÌV/6

"
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Ask your County Agricultural Agent for a
copy of any of these new bulletins or circulars. They are free to Arizona farmers and
stockmen.

Extension Service
Circular 211
Circular 212
Laundry Aids
Circular 213
Vegetables

At the dedication, Governor Howard Pyle was escorted on a tour of the new building
by the first six girls to live in the University of Arizona's new home management house.
They are, left to right: Joanne Von Schoeler Ramsay, Yum; Lucille Knagge, Tucson;
Celeste Couture, Brainerd, Minn.; Governor Pyle; Beverly Buck, Tucson; Helen Harbison,
Window Rock; and Martha Parker, Winkelman.

(From Page 3)

started
The dedication
with Dean Eckert tracing briefly the
many moves for Home Economics

from the old "sub- collegiate" days to

college department status and quarters in East Cottage to a School of
Home Economics on the third floor

dents, and a marvelous learning experience it is! The
come familiar with growth stages of

children, to see procedures that are
appropriate to use, in view of these
growth stages
these have been
learnings invaluable to teachers and
to eventual parents."

of the plans for the two new buildings and how they took shape under

the supervision of Dr. B. Eleanor
Johnson, Director of the School of

Home Economics until her retirement
last June.

Stella Matter, head of the Department from 1927 to 1931; and Dr. Margaret Cammack Smith, Acting Director of the School of Home Economics
from 1931 to 1933.

The main speaker for the dedication was

Mrs.

Mildred

Weighey

Wood, Coordinator of Homemaking
for Phoenix Union High School and
widely known in Home Economics
circles through her papers, books, and
workshops. Mrs. Wood spoke on "Ex-

ploring Our Widening Horizons for
Home Management and the Nursery
School."

"We used to think of the Nursery
School chiefly as an opportunity for
research in the pre- school age," she
said. "Today we see it primarily as
a learning experience for college stu-

Home Storage of

Circular 128, Revised
Turkeys
in Arizona
Circular 130, Revised
Arizona
Home Gardening
Circular 184, Revised - 2nd Year

4 -H Foods

Circular 187, Revised - 4 -H Ac-

tivities

Circular 194, Revised
Bound Buttonholes
Circular 205, Revised

Making

Water
Management
Circular 208, Revised
Fertilizer
Recommendations for Arizona, 1954

Experiment Station
General Bulletin 247 - Fertiliza-

tion of Field Crops in Arizona.

Irrigation.

SUNDAYS

KOY, Phoenix, 8:45 a.m. - Garden Program.
DAILY (EXCEPT SUNDAY)
KTAR, Phoenix, 6:10 a.m. - Farm Front
- Maricopa County Extension Agent.
MON DAYS

KYMA, Yuma, 7:00 a.m. - On the Farm
Front.

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

KYUM, Yuma, 7:20 a.m. - Yuma County
Agricultural Extension Service Radio
Program.

TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS

KCLS, Flagstaff, 9:40 a.m. - Your County
Agent Reports.

-

MONDAYS WEDNESDAYS AND FRIDAYS
KCKY, Coolidge, Casa Grande, 6:45 a.m.
Pinal County Farm and Home Program.
SATU R DAYS

KOY, Phoenix
KTUC, Tucson
1:CO p.m. - Arizona
KSUN, Bisbee
Farm and Ranch Hour
KYMA, Yuma
(U. of A.)
KCLS, Flagstaff
KGLU, Safford, 1:15 p.m. - Stepping Along

with the Agricultural Extension Service.
TELEVISION
TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS
KIVA, Channel 11, Yuma - 6:10 p.m. - Extension Service Program.

Help Yourself to

General Bulletin 248
Barriers to
the Interstate Movement of Agricultural Products by Motor Vehicle in
the Eleven Western States.
General Bulletin 249
Reseeding
Arizona Desert Grasslands.
General Bulletin 250
Sprinkler

of the Agriculture Building. He spoke

Two other former heads of Home
Economics were introduced : Miss

Soil Management

General Bulletin 251
Prices and
Shipments of Arizona Beef Cattle.
Technical Bulletin 128
Effect of
Kind of Phosphate Fertilizer and
Method of Placement on Phosphorus
Absorption by Crops Grown on Arizona Calcareous Soil.
Technical Bulletin 129
The Influence of Soil Aggregate Stabilizers
on Stand, Composition and Yield of
Crops on Calcareous Soils of Southern Arizona.
On the cover is shown Ira Moore who
farms near Peoria in Maricopa county. Like
many others, he is wondering about those
acres out of cotton in 1954. Last year he
had 400 acres of cotton, 60 of watermelons,
and 40 acres fallow. He likes to have some
land in fallow each year, and may grow more
watermelons and barley this season.
Progressive Agriculture
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